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This paper briefly explains how dificult for an economy to maintain Say’s law or the same 
level of the growth rates of output and per capital output under huge deficit, by showing four 
simulations (Simu. 1, 2, 3, and 4), based on the 2007 ful data of Kamiryo Endogenous World 
Table (KEWT) 3.09. Related tests or simulations in the literature are insuficient because related 
data are ‘partial’: not consistent by year and over years. For example, in the actual statistics-data 
world, there are analyses such as the potential growth rate and the gap between demand and 
supply. These are based on ‘partial’ relationships between/among data, different from the 
endogenous-data in equilibrium.1)
Besides, GDP is indispensable in statistics up to date yet, actual GDP-statistics is a 
compromise of statistics. In the endogenous-data, the sum of consumption and saving equals the 
sum of endogenous wages and returns. The residual at actual GDP-statistics is ‘operating 
surplus and mixed income’ but, this residual cannot be rigorously divided into the government 
and private sectors. This is because SNA assumes that government saving is zero, where the 
government rate of return is also zero. As a result, the rate of return of the total economy equals 
the private sector’s rate of return. In the statistics-data, budget deficit is huge in most countries. 
Deficit influences on growth and returns but, the devil side of deficit used for false democracy 
has not been revealed up to date. How is Say’ law tested by country under these circumstances?
In the endogenous-data, the rate of return is connected with the growth rate of output with 
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 1) The author indicates that ex-post demand equals its supply in price-equilibrium while in the 
endogenous-equilibrium; ex-post always equals ex-ante by year. The dichotomy in the literature is 
that the real assets are one and the financial assets are the other. Both assets in national accounts are 
balanced by the balance of payments so that the financial assets are the reverse side of the real 
assets. And the neutrality of financial assets holds by comparing currency-supply M2 with endoge-
nous capital (stock) K. This implies: no shortage exists between demand and supply. In the 
endogenous-data, the relative price level is 1.0 while the statistics-data, the actual price level is 
dificult to measure and for convenience, external consumers’ price index, CPI, is estimated. A 
semi-endogenous inflation rate is most stable among several inflation rates. This is measured using 
both the endogenous-data and the statistics-data.
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the endogenous coefficient, a/(i・b*). When deficit is huge, the rate of return at the total 
economy is a weighted average of a minus government rate of return and a plus private rate of 
return: the larger the deficit the lower the rate of return at the total economy. Besides, the 
growth rate of output of the total economy is always plus. Even the rate of return of the total 
economy is minus in equilibrium, the corresponding growth rate of output is plus. This is 
because at the government sector, e.g., if its rate of return is minus, the relative share of capital 
is also minus, resulting in a plus growth rate of output:  .Suppose that the qualitative 
share of investment to total investment, 1 - b*, is the same between the government and private 
sectors. In this case, there is a common base for the existence of Say’s law. Since the government 
sector’s 1 - b*G is usualy inferior to the private sector’s 1 - b
*
PRI, a ‘large’ government is dificult 
to maintain sustainability in the long run, unless people’ qualitative level of democracy is 
supreme against the central government.
This paper supplements the author’s paper (Finance India under review) and shows (1) 
starting data in four simulations/tests and (2) resultant basic parameters and variables using 
twelve countries 1990–2007. The author stresses that before and after simulation the consis-
tency among al the data (parameters and variables) is maintained by year and over years. It is 
interesting for policy-makers to know how starting data are setled in the endogenous-data. 
Starting data are: the balance of payments BOP, consumption C = CG + CPRI, the growth rate of 
population n, saving S = Y - C, the private sector’s saving SPRI = S - SG, the ratio of private 
saving divided by consumption SPRI/CPRI, Investment (net, after depreciation) I = S - BOP, the 
ratio of investment to output i = I/Y, the government share of consumption CG/C, and the speed 
of convergence in equilibrium by sector 1/l*,1/l*G,1/l
*
PRI (These speeds of convergence are 
criteria of an economy towards sustainability). NDI/GDP (where endogenous national 
disposable income NDI is equal to output Y), endogenous taxes to output TAX/Y = YG/Y, deficit 
SG - IG, WG = CG, YG, PG, IG, the growth rate of government investment gI(G), iG/Y＝ IG/Y, 
government share of investment IG/I, (SG - IG)/YG, bop = BOP/Y, and Dd = (SG - IG)/Y.
If deficit is too huge, the government speed of convergence moves to disequilibrium, 
where the speed is close to infinite. As a result, the private sector’s speed is definitely influ-
enced. Both sectors are one in terms of sustainability.
Resultant basic parameters and variables are: i, n, the relative share of capital a = P/Y, the 
capital-output ratio W = K/Y the capital-labor ratio k = K/L, the endogenous wage rate w = W/L, 
b*, qualitative to quantitative investment B* = (1 - b*)/b*, the coeficient of diminishing returns 
d0 (where if a = d0 the situation reaches constant returns to capital), 1/l
*, the growth rate of per 
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capita output g*y, and r
*. These ratios are also shown at the government sector. Simulation results 
differ by country, significantly influenced by national taste and culture. Diversification and 
globalization do coexist by country. Each country must win as the results of a whole system. Bal-
ance, moderation, and equilibrium exist by country under Say’s law.
A summary Before and after simulation: speed of convergence for equilibrium and a shift-
growth rate assuming deficit = 0
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Table 1　Starting Data in Four Simulations: the US
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Table 2　Starting Data in Four Simulations: China
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Table 3　Starting Data in Four Simulations: India
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Table 4　Starting Data in Four Simulations: Japan
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Table 5　Starting Data in Four Simulations: Brazil
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Table 6　Starting Data in Four Simulations: Russia
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Table 7　Starting Data in Four Simulations: France
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Table 8　Starting Data in Four Simulations: Germany
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Table 9　Starting Data in Four Simulations: Italy
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Table 10　Starting Data in Four Simulations: Norway
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Table 11　Starting Data in Four Simulations: Sweden
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Table 12　Starting Data in Four Simulations: the UK
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Table 13　Basic parameters and variables before and after simulations: the US
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Table 14　Basic parameters and variables before and after simulations: China
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Table 15　Basic parameters and variables before and after simulations: India
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Table 16　Basic parameters and variables before and after simulations: Japan
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Table 17　Basic parameters and variables before and after simulations: Brazil
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Table 18　Basic parameters and variables before and after simulations: Russia
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Table 19　Basic parameters and variables before and after simulations: France
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Table 20　Basic parameters and variables before and after simulations: Germany
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Table 21　Basic parameters and variables before and after simulations: Italy
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Table 22　Basic parameters and variables before and after simulations: Norway
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Table 23　Basic parameters and variables before and after simulations: Sweden
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Table 24　Basic parameters and variables before and after simulations: the UK
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